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Collaboration for Safety and Security
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MONTHLY ANALYSIS
Scope
IFC-IOR aims to collaborate with national and regional agencies and like-minded Centres to generate
comprehensive Maritime Domain Awareness. The enriched awareness and robust regional linkages
would certainly bolster region’s maritime security and safety and would go a long way in building
confidence and capacity amongst collaborating partners. To draw a common understanding, threats in
the region have been divided into six broad categories and sub-categories thereon. The Monthly
Maritime Security Update (MMSU) provides information on threats to merchant vessels, shipping
industry, and other maritime stakeholders in the wider Indian Ocean Region in the last one month. The
incidents pertaining to following categories have been analysed for the duration 01 Jul – 31 Jul 19:Piracy/ Sea Robbery / Sea Theft
Maritime Terrorism
Contraband Smuggling
Irregular Human Migration
Illegal Unreported Unregulated (IUU) Fishing
Maritime Incidents
Overview of Incidents
A total of 54 incidents under various
categories have been recorded in the wider
Indian Ocean Region in the month of
Jul 19. There was a marked increase in
incidents related to piracy/ sea robbery/ sea
theft owing to incidents reported in Gulf of
Guinea as well as South East Asia. No
major change in the number of incidents
related to IUU fishing and irregular Human
Migration was observed. Maritime
incidents showed an increase due to
reported seizures of tankers in Straits of
Hormuz as well as due to inclement
weather conditions leading to greater
number of accidents at sea and SAR
operations in response.
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Maritime Incidents

A sector wise analysis has been undertaken by the Centre to assess the maritime safety and security
situation in Gulf of Guinea (GoG), Gulf of Aden, Arabian Sea, Bay of Bengal and South East Asia. For
the purpose of analysis, the area has been divided into four sectors to highlight the trends of incidents
in the region. A total of 16 incidents of piracy and
SECTOR WISE INCIDENTS
armed robbery (actual as well as attempted) were
recorded by the Centre during the period under 12
review. There was a marked increase in the piracy/ sea 10
robbery/ sea theft related incidents in Gulf of Guinea
8
in comparison to Jun 19. However, most of them
6
4
occurred at or near anchorages and the same may be
2
attributed to the commencement of rainy season (June
0
– September) which makes small boat operations at
sea more challenging. While attacks far off from the
Nigerian coast are less likely to happen, increase in
the number of incidents indicate that usage of mother
ships to undertake piracy related activities closer to
coast may be possible. Attacks on tugs and barges in
the westbound lane of Traffic Separation Scheme
(TSS) of Straits of Malacca and Singapore (SOMS)
Sector A Sector B Sector C Sector D
continued as three more incidents (eleven till now in
2019) were reported in this month. A piracy incident was reported in South China Sea approximately
24 Nm west of Anambas Islands, Indonesia which has happened in the location after almost two years.
A tanker was seized off Gibraltar while two tankers were seized in the Strait of Hormuz and Persian
Gulf during the month of Jul 19 leading to major concerns amongst the shipping community pertaining
to safety of the merchantmen transiting the Strait of Hormuz. IMO officially condemned the attacks on
tankers. An incident was reported off Libya in which almost 150 migrants, including women and
children were feared drowned and was described by UN International Organisation of Migration as the
"the worst Mediterranean tragedy of this year".
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PIRACY/ SEA ROBBERY/ THEFT

Sea Robbery / 21 Jul

Suspicious
Approach/ 01 Jul

Sea Theft / 11/25Jul
Piracy /21 Jul

Sea Theft / 13/26 Jul

Attempted Sea Theft
/25 Jul
Sea Robbery/ 29 Jul
Sea Theft/ 16/27 Jul
Sea Theft / 22 Jul
Sea Theft / 29 Jul
Sea Theft/ 26 Jul

Attempted Sea
Theft/30/ 30 Jul

The following piracy/sea robbery/sea theft related incidents have been reported in the region in the
month of Jul 19:

Suspicious Approach/ Bab el Mandeb, Yemen/ 01 Jul 19.

A suspicious approach incident was reported onboard a merchant vessel while transiting through the
Bab el Mandeb in the Gulf of Aden, on 01 Jul 19. A merchant vessel was approached by three skiffs
each with five personnel onboard, during the early morning hours of 01 Jul 19. The three skiffs
approached within one cable of the vessel. The merchant vessel's Armed Security Team showed their
weapons and the skiffs retreated. Vessel & crew were reported safe.


Sea Theft/ South of Tanjung Piai, Johor, Malaysia/ 11 Jul 19.

A sea theft incident was reported onboard an underway Malaysian flagged tug MODALWAN 11 towing
a Malaysian flagged Barge LION KIMTRANS 2301 around 2.9 Nm south of Tanjung Piai, Johor,
Malaysia in the westbound lane of the TSS in the Singapore Strait on 11 Jul 19. Six small wooden boats
approached the tug and barge underway. The perpetrators boarded the barge, stole its cargo of scrap
metal and escaped. The Master contacted the Malaysian Marine Police who dispatched a patrol vessel
to investigate.
Update
Malaysia Marine Police conducted an investigation and established that the five small boats involved
in theft of metal scrap from the barge escaped towards Karimun Island, Indonesia. The Marine Police
asset escorted the tug and barge until they were off Pulau Pisang, Malaysia.
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Piracy/ SW of Brass, Nigeria/ 13 Jul 19.

(Kidnapping)

A kidnapping incident was reported onboard an underway Turkish flagged General Cargo Vessel,
PAKSOY 1 around 124 Nm SW of Brass, Nigeria, on 13 Jul 19. Armed pirates in two speed boats
boarded and hijacked the ship. The owners were unable to contact the ship and immediately informed
the local authorities. The Ghana Navy Maritime Operations Centre dispatched a patrol boat to intercept
the ship.
Update
On 15 Jul 19, the Ghana Navy Patrol Boat located the ship and escorted her to a safe port for
investigation. The ship has been released in the meantime and is anchored at the port of Tema, Ghana.
The pirates are still holding 10 of the ship’s 18 crew captive and the Turkish Ministry of Foreign
Affairs stated that it was working with Nigerian and Ghanaian authorities to secure their release.


Sea Theft/ Singapore Strait, Indonesia/ 16 Jul 19.

A sea theft incident was reported onboard an underway Malaysian flagged tug boat SUNG FATT 31
and barge SUNG FATT 36 in the westbound lane of Traffic Separation Scheme in the Singapore Straits
approximately 0.6 Nm West of North Nipa Beacon, Indonesia, on 16 Jul 19. The tug boat and barge
were carrying scrap metal bound for Penang, Malaysia. Whilst underway in the westbound lane of the
TSS of the Singapore Strait, the Master of tug boat reported to the Singapore Vessel Traffic Information
System (VTIS) that his crew spotted some perpetrators boarding the barge from an unknown number
of small boats. The perpetrators stole some scrap metal and escaped. There was no confrontation
between the perpetrators and the crew. The Singapore VTIS notified the Singapore Police Coast Guard
and Republic of Singapore Navy. The Malaysian and Indonesian authorities were also notified, and the
safety navigational broadcast was initiated.
Comments.
Post this incident, the total number of incidents of sea theft with similar modus
operandi in the Straits of Malacca and Singapore (SOMS) has reached eleven from Jan to Jul 19 with
two incidents reported in this month. In both the incidents reported in Jul 19, it was the second time
that the same tug was attacked in either case. SUNG FATT 31 towing SUNG FATT 36 was boarded
whilst underway in the Singapore Strait on 05 Mar 19 while MODALWAN NO 11 was boarded on
19 May 19 wherein the tug was towing barge ASIAPRIDE 2332. The modus operandi of the
perpetrators has been to target low freeboard and slow moving vessels while avoiding altercation
with crew. All the incidents included theft of scrap metal/ movable items.


Sea Robbery/ Freetown, Sierra Leone/ 21 Jul 19.

A sea robbery incident was reported onboard an anchored Liberian flagged container vessel
POMERENIA SKY in the Freetown anchorage, Sierra Leone on 21 Jul 19. Five robbers armed with
knives in a small wooden boat approached and boarded the anchored ship using a rope attached with a
hook. The robbers stole the duty crew’s personal belongings and ship’s properties. Alert crew noticed
the robbers and raised the alarm. Hearing the alarm and seeing the crew alertness, the robbers escaped.
The duty crew reportedly sustained injuries during the incident.


Piracy/ South China Sea/ 21 Jul 19.

A piracy incident was reported onboard Republic of Korea flagged bulk carrier CK BLUEBELL around
28 Nm west of Anambas Islands, Indonesia on 21 Jul 19. Seven pirates armed with a pistol and knives
in a small speed boat boarded the ship underway using a ladder attached with a hook. Master and the
second officer were taken hostage, tied up and assaulted by the pirates. The pirates reportedly stole cash
worth 13,000 USD and personal belongings of crew before escaping. The vessel had set sail from
anchorage off Singapore on PM 20 Jul 19, heading north-east for the port of Incheon. The master
reported the incident to Korea’s Ministry of Oceans and Fisheries. The Korean authorities informed the
Singapore’s Port and Operation Control Centre (POCC) who notified the Singapore Navy, Singapore
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Police Coast Guard and initiated the safety navigational broadcast. The Indonesian authorities were also
notified of the incident.


Sea Theft/ Batam, Indonesia/ 22 Jul 19.

A sea theft incident was reported onboard a berthed Indonesian flagged tug CREST ONYX at PT Dharma
Sentosa Marindo Yard, Batam, Indonesia on 22 Jul 19. Four robbers in a boat approached and boarded
the berthed offshore tug. Second mate on routine rounds noticed the storeroom padlock broken. An
alarm was raised and crew mustered. Vessel’s properties were reported stolen. The following day, a
suspicious boat came alongside the tug with two persons onboard. One of them was armed with a knife.
The alert crew raised the alarm resulting in the boat moving away. The incident was reported to PFSO
and Yard Manager.


Attempted Sea Theft/ SE of Tanjung Piai, Johor, Malaysia/ 25 Jul 19.

An attempted sea theft incident was reported onboard an underway Malaysian flagged tug boat
VIRGO 29 and barge VICTORY 9 approximately 2.6 Nm south-east of Tanjung Piai, Johor, Malaysia
on 25 Jul 19. While underway, an unknown number of perpetrators boarded the barge which was loaded
with scrap metal. The Singapore Vessel Traffic Information System (VTIS) contacted the Master of tug
boat, Virgo 29 via VHF and informed him that some boats were approaching the barge. The Master
raised the alarm, and the perpetrators escaped. No item was reported stolen from the barge.


Sea Theft/ SE of Tanjung Piai, Johor, Malaysia/ 25 Jul 19.

A sea theft incident was reported onboard a berthed Netherlands flagged General cargo ship
MOLENGRACHT at the Lotus Port, Pu My Bridge, Vietnam on 25 Jul 19. The Third Officer on routine
rounds noticed an unauthorised person on deck throwing items over the shipside. On checking, the Duty
Officer observed two boats collecting the items. Alarm was raised and the unauthorised person escaped.
Upon checking it was found that the padlock of the forward store was broken and ship properties were
stolen. Local authorities were notified accordingly.


Attempted Sea Theft/ Lagos anchorage, Nigeria/ 26 Jul 19.

An attempted sea theft incident was reported onboard an anchored Singapore flagged Chemical tanker
TORM THOR in the Lagos anchorage, Nigeria on 26 Jul 19. During routine rounds, duty crew noticed
an unauthorised person jumping overboard with a hose. Alarm was raised and investigations indicated
that the person was trying to steal cargo. The incident was reported to the Nigerian Navy patrol boat in
the vicinity. A search of the surrounding waters was conducted. No items onboard were reported stolen.


Sea Theft/ Mbaraki Wharf, Mombasa, Kenya/ 26 Jul 19.

A sea theft incident was reported onboard a berthed Marshall Islands flagged Oil tanker NEW
CENTURY at the Mbaraki Wharf, Mombasa, Kenya on 26 Jul 19. Duty crew on routine rounds onboard
the berthed tanker noticed a person climbing the mooring rope. Alarm sounded, crew mustered, and
port control informed. Before a patrol boat could respond, the person had cut two mooring ropes and
escaped. Incident was reported to MRCC Mombasa and Kenya and a patrol boast was sent to the site
for investigation.


Sea Theft/ Lubuk Gaung, Indonesia/ 27 Jul 19.

A sea theft incident was reported onboard a berthed Panama flagged Product tanker BRIGHT DAWN
berthed at SDS Terminal, Lubuk Gaung, Indonesia on 27 Jul 19. Four armed robbers boarded the tanker
during cargo operations. Alert crew noticed the robbers near the engine room and raised the alarm.
Upon hearing the alarm and seeing the crew alertness, the robbers escaped through the steering gear
room. A search was carried out and it was reported that engine spares were stolen.
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Sea Theft/ Monrovia anchorage, Liberia/ 29 Jul 19.

A sea theft incident was reported onboard an anchored Marshall islands bulk carrier BLISS at Monrovia
Anchorage, Liberia on 29 Jul 19. Armed robbers boarded the anchored ship, stole ship’s properties and
escaped. The Master tried to call Port control but received no response. The crew was reported safe.


Sea Robbery/ Lagos, Nigeria/ 29 Jul 19.

A sea robbery incident was reported onboard a berthed Liberia flagged container ship BURGUNDY at
Tin Can Island Terminal, Port of Lagos, Nigeria on 29 Jul 19. Three robbers armed with metal sticks in
a small boat approached and boarded the berthed container ship. They attacked the duty crew on routine
rounds, stole his personal belongings and escaped. Alarm was raised and a search was carried out. The
duty crew was slightly injured during the incident. The incident was reported to the PFSO and Harbour
Master.


Attempted Sea Robbery/ off Tanjung Priok, Indonesia/ 30 Jul 19.

An attempted sea robbery incident was reported onboard a Malta flagged chemical tanker
SICHEM RIO, while it was waiting for Pilot around 5 Nm North of Tanjung Priok, Indonesia on 30 Jul
19. Six robbers armed with knives boarded the tanker and injured the Chief Engineer on routine rounds.
Alarm was raised and the crew was mustered. Seeing the crew alertness, the robbers escaped empty
handed. The incident was reported to the VTS Tanjung Priok.


Attempted Sea Theft/ Belawan anchorage, Indonesia/ 30 Jul 19.

An attempted sea theft incident was reported onboard an anchored Singapore flagged bulk carrier
STRATEGIC UNITY, at Belawan anchorage, Indonesia on 30 Jul 19. Two robbers boarded the anchored
ship but were sighted and alarm was raised. Seeing the crew alertness, the robbers escaped empty
handed. The incident was reported to Port Control.
Nigeria signs first standalone Anti-Piracy law in the Gulf of Guinea
Nigeria’s President Muhammadu Buhari gave his assent to the Suppression of Piracy and other
Maritime Offences Bill, 2019, to bring a dramatic improvement in security on the country’s territorial
waters and exclusive economic zone. The Presidential assent dated 24 Jun 19 followed the passage
of the bill by the Senate and House of Representatives on 09 Apr 19 and 30 Apr 19, respectively. The
bill passed by the Eighth National Assembly gives effect to the provisions of the United Nations
Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS), 1982, and the International Convention on the
Suppression of Unlawful Acts against the Safety of Maritime Navigation (SUA), 1988, and its
Protocols. The new law includes a distinct definition of piracy and other maritime offences. It
provides penalties upon conviction for maritime crimes, restitution of violated maritime assets to
owners and forfeiture of proceeds from maritime crime to the government. The law vests exclusive
jurisdiction in the Nigerian Federal High Court, providing relevant authorities with the power of
seizing pirate vessels or aircraft in Nigerian or international waters. Nigerian Maritime
Administration and Safety Agency (NIMASA) official press release on the same may be accessed at
https://www.nimasa.gov.ng/press-center/post/maritime-safety-president-buhari-assents-to-antipiracy-bill.
With the Suppression of Piracy and other Maritime Offences Act, Nigeria has officially become
the first country in the West and Central African Sub-Region to promulgate a separate law against
piracy, an important international requirement set by the IMO as part of measures to guarantee
secure global shipping.
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CONTRABAND SMUGGLING


Drug Smuggling/ Off Mauban, Philippines/ 06 Jul 19.

(Cocaine)

Seven bricks of suspected cocaine valued at approximately
6,70,000 USD were found by a 44-year-old fisherman Ruel
Perez floating off the waters of Mauban, Quezon on
05 Jul 19. The bricks were handed over to the Police Crime
Laboratory for further investigation. The bricks contained
white substance wrapped on a packaging tape with Rockstar
energy drink logo believed to be cocaine.


Drug Smuggling/ Off Galle, Sri Lanka/ 11 Jul 19.

(Heroin)

Sri Lankan Coast Guard intercepted two boats carrying banned drugs from Karachi. The operation was
successfully executed after the India's Narcotics Control Bureau (NCB) shared a specific input with
information about two boats carrying banned drugs from Karachi to Sri Lanka. The input which was
shared with Indian authorities by NCB was consecutively forwarded to relevant Sri Lankan agencies
following which a timely intervention prevented the illegal trade.


Wildlife Smuggling/ Singapore/ 21 Jul 19.

(Ivory and Pangolin Scales)

Authorities in Singapore seized over 8.8 tons of elephant
ivory and over 12 tons of pangolin scales from a Container
Vessel transiting from the Democratic Republic of Congo to
Vietnam when it made a halt in Singapore on 21 Jul 19. The
containers were registered as containing timber but upon
inspection, authorities located sacks containing pangolin
scales and elephant ivory. The value of the ivory was
estimated at 12.5 million USD, belonging to approximately
300 African elephants. The Pangolin scales, on the other
hand, were valued at 34.4 million USD, belonging to over
2,000 individual animals. The law in Singapore stipulates that
the penalty for the smuggling of such contraband includes a
fine of 358,360 USD and a potential imprisonment of up to two years.


Drug Smuggling/ Bay of Bengal, Bangladesh/ 26 Jul 19. {Methamphetamine (Yaba Pills)}

Bangladesh Coast Guard recovered seven lakh pieces of
contraband Yaba pills from a boat in the Naf River of Teknaf
on 25 Jul 19. Tipped off that a large consignment of Yaba was
entering into Bangladesh’s territory, a Coast Guard team took
position in the Naf River. Later in the night, when a boat
entered the maritime boundary of Bangladesh and
approached the coast, the Coast Guard team signalled the
boat to stop. In response, the smugglers sank the boat and
swam away. Later, the Coast Guard conducted a search and
recovered the pills.
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Drug Smuggling/ Arabian Sea, India/ 27 Jul 19.

(Heroin)

Special Cell of Delhi Police seized around 260 jute bags containing 130 kg of soaked and dried Afghan
heroin from a container at Customs Bonded area in Panvel, Maharashtra. In a major drug bust, a special
cell arrested an alleged kingpin of drug network in Delhi and an Afghan national with 130 kg of heroin
from Navi Mumbai. The drug was transported as a basil seed consignment. It originated from Islam
Qila in Afghanistan's Herat and took the sea-route to Mumbai via Bandar Abbas in Iran. The bust comes
a few days after the special cell recovered 200 kg of heroin from four Afghan nationals in New Delhi.
Total 330 kg of heroin worth around Rs 1,320 crore has been seized by the Delhi Police in the operation.
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ILLEGAL, UNREPORTED AND UNREGULATED (IUU) FISHING



UNREGULATED
IUU Fishing/ Off JahatD,
Shoal,
Malaysia/ 02 JulFISHING
19.

Malaysia’s Labuan marine police nabbed seven foreign fishermen for illegal fishing and seized a Kota
Kinabalu-registered fishing trawler with a total haul of 100kg of fish on 02 Jul 19 off Jahat Shoal. The
marine police team found them fishing at less than six nautical miles from the shoreline using nets
below 38 mm. The arrests and seizure were made during an operation dubbed “Op Gelora Khas” around
Labuan waters.


IUU Fishing/ Off V Fulidhoo, Maldives/ 11 Jul 19.

Maldives National Defence Force (MNDF) captured four
foreign fishing vessels trespassing in the Exclusive Economic
Zone of Maldives without authorisation. The MNDF Coast
Guard vessel SHAHEED ALI captured the vessels 140 Nm
east from V Fulidhoo. The vessels were spotted in Maldivian
waters by a Dornier craft patrolling the area under a
surveillance patrol being conducted jointly with the Indian
Coast Guard from 08 to 10 Jul 19. MNDF stated that the four
fishing vessels were brought to Male' under surveillance of
the Coast Guard ship.

Update
MRCC Maldives provided further information that the vessels were captured due to violation of
Art 14 of Maldives Maritime Zones Act 6/96 and Art 07 of Maldives Fisheries Act 05/87 which
requires any foreign fishing vessel to take prior permission from the Government of Maldives
(Fisheries Ministry) before entering EEZ of Maldives.


IUU Fishing/ Off Delft Island/ 11 Jul 19.

Sri Lankan Navy allegedly apprehended six foreign fishermen from Namputhalai near Delft Island for
reportedly fishing illegally in Sri Lankan waters. A Fast Attack Craft on routine patrol apprehended one
country boat with six fishermen.


IUU Fishing/ Off Kuala Dungun, Malaysia/ 13 Jul 19.

The Malaysian Maritime Enforcement Agency (MMEA) detained a local fishing boat and four foreign
fishermen in the waters off Dungun on 12 Jul 19. The boat was seized approximately 24 Nm from Kuala
Dungun with fish, fuel and fishing equipment valued at about 1,50,000 USD. Further investigation
revealed that while the owner of the boat was local, the four foreign fishermen belonged to two different
countries. The owner hired foreign workers without valid permits and also used fishing nets with mesh
size of less than 38 millimeters which is illegal as per Malaysian laws.
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IUU Fishing/ Off Banda Sea, Indonesia/ 22 Jul 19.

A vessel suspected of illegal fishing was detained in
Indonesia with support from INTERPOL and its global
network on 22 Jul 19. The MV NIKA, suspected of
conducting illegal fishing in the Southern Ocean and other
illicit activities, was seized by the Indonesian authorities.
INTERPOL tracked the movement of the MV NIKA,
sending daily reports to the relevant countries including
Indonesia, New Zealand, Panama, the UK and the US. As
it approached Indonesian waters, additional updates were
sent to the national authorities, leading to its apprehension.
The 750-tonne vessel had 18 Russians and 10 Indonesians
aboard. The crew of the vessel was detained in police
custody for investigation.

Update
Operating under the flag of Panama, MV NIKA was registered as a general cargo ship, not authorised
for fishing activities. Panama requested INTERPOL assistance to locate, track and coordinate
international efforts to inspect the vessel. It was suspected of transnational fisheries-related crimes
committed by its owners and operators, including illegal fishing, document fraud, manipulation of
shipborne equipment, illegal open-sea transshipments and serious identity fraud.


IUU Fishing/ Gulf of Thailand, Thailand/ 24 Jul 19.

Thai authorities seized four foreign fishing vessels and
detained 35 crew members caught trawling in Thai waters
100 Nm off the coast of Songkhla province. The
apprehension was undertaken post tip-off from Thai fishing
trawlers on 24 Jul 19 about foreign boats intruding into the
Gulf of Thailand. Officials from the local authorities, aided
by those from the Fisheries Department, made the arrests and
handed the suspects over to the Muang Songkhla police
station while the fishing vessels were impounded and taken
to Songkhla Port.



IUU Fishing/ Off Tawi -Tawi, Philippines/ 28 Jul 19.

Nine foreigners from two different countries were arrested in Tawi-Tawi on 28 Jul 19 by the Special
Operations Unit of Maritime Police for alleged illegal fishing. The nine fishermen were nabbed after
they were found to have illegally caught dried shark and other endangered fish onboard. The Maritime
Police apprehended the group when they entered Philippine territory.
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IRREGULAR HUMAN MIGRATION


Irregular Human Migration/
Maungtaw township,
Myanmar/ 07 Jul 19.
D, UNREGULATED
FISHING

A human trafficker and four boat crew members were arrested by the Myanmar police force in western
Rakhine state for smuggling 63 people to Malaysia, The arrest was made when a boat carrying the
victims ran out of fuel on its way to Malaysia and was found stranded near a beach in Maungtaw
township by the border guard police on 07 Jul 19.


Irregular Human Migration/ Off Christmas Island, Indonesia/ 21 Jul 19.

A boatload of foreign asylum-seekers headed for Australia were
intercepted off Christmas Island in what is the third incident since
May 19. Australian Border Force agents seized the vessel,
believed to be carrying 20 refugees, off Christmas Island on
21 Jul 19. The group was later taken ashore before being put on a
flight back to Colombo on a government chartered plane.



Irregular Human Migration/ Off Tripoli, Libya/ 25 Jul 19.

Two boats carrying around 300 people sank approximately 70 Nm east of Tripoli, Libya in the
Mediterranean Sea. Around 150 refugees and migrants were feared drowned after the boats they were
travelling in capsized off the coast of Libya. Initial inputs from the International Organization for
Migration (IOM) indicated that 145 were rescued and returned to Libya after the incident. UN High
Commissioner for refugees highlighted the incident as "the worst Mediterranean tragedy of this year ".


Irregular Human Migration/ Strait of Gibraltar, Morocco/ 26 Jul 19.

The Moroccan Navy rescued 242 migrants trying to cross the Mediterranean Sea to Spain in dinghies
on 26 Jul 19. The migrants from sub-Saharan Africa were traveling in several inflatable dinghies when
they experienced difficulties in the Strait of Gibraltar, which separates the continent from Europe.
The Navy provided the migrants with medical care onboard and took them back to Morocco. Around
50 women and 12 minors were amongst those onboard the boats.
Comments.
According to UN International Organisation for Migration (IOM), 36,670 migrants
and refugees have entered Europe by sea till Jul 19, roughly a 35 per cent decrease from the 54,978
arriving during the same period last year. Arrivals this year to Greece and Spain are at 17,991 and
12,443, respectively (30,434 combined), accounting for almost 83 per cent of the regional total, with
the balance arriving in much smaller numbers to Italy, Malta and Cyprus. Arrivals to Greece stand
approximately 16 per cent ahead of 2018’s total. However, arrivals to Spain are almost 41 per
cent lower. Deaths recorded on the three main Mediterranean Sea routes through almost seven
months of 2019 are at 686 which is about 45 per cent of the 1,508 deaths confirmed during the same
period in 2018.
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MARITIME INCIDENTS


SAR/ Off Great Basses Light House, Sri Lanka/ 01 Jul 19.

The crew of SLNS SAGARA assisted to tow a distressed
trawler ashore, on 01 Jul 19. On receipt of the information
from the Department of Fisheries and Aquatic Resources
about fishing trawler NIMESHIKA distressed at sea around
24 Nm off the Great Basses light house due to engine failure,
SLNS SAGARA attached to SL Navy’s Southern Naval
Command, was dispatched for a rescue mission amidst rough
sea conditions.


Sunk/ Off Binh Thuan, Vietnam/ 03 Jul 19.

Five men were rescued and the bodies of four men found in a
fishing vessel that sank near an island in the central province
of Binh Thuan,Vietnam on 03 Jul 19. The bodies of the four
men were found in the cabin of the vessel, which was
registered in the nearby Ninh Thuan Province. Ten fishermen
were onboard the vessel, which had started out to fish near
the Hon Cau Island on 02 Jul 19, until it sank owing to the
rough weather conditions. Five men were rescued by a
Vietnamese fishing vessel. A diving team was later
dispatched to approach the sunken vessel and found the
bodies on 03 Jul 19. A 50-year-old man was reported missing.
The seas of Binh Thuan were experiencing big waves owing
to impact of the tropical storm.


Fire/ Off Mauritius, Indian Ocean/ 03 Jul 19.

A Taiwanese long liner Tuna fishing vessel FENG KUO NO 568 was reported on fire on 03 Jul 19
approximately 1,400 Nm SW of Mauritius. The twenty crew were rescued by nearby FENG KUO NO
669 and later transferred to another fishing vessel, which was heading for Mauritius.


SAR/ Off Karappan, Sri Lanka/ 05 Jul 19.

The Sri Lankan Navy rendered assistance to bring ashore ten
personnel on a ferry that ceased to function while plying from
Karappan to Analativu in Jaffna on 05 Jul 19. The passenger
ferry experienced the technical snag approximately 1.5 Nm off
Karappan shores, as a result of an entanglement of its rope with
the propeller. After the Navy received information about the
incident, an Inshore Patrol Craft and a dinghy attached to the
Northern Naval Command were rushed to the scene for
assistance.


SAR/ Off the Royal Captain Shoal, Philippines/ 05 Jul 19.

The Philippine Coast Guard (PCG) rescued 30 people onboard a motor boat HADZRAIMA which drifted
in the vicinity of waters off the Royal Captain Shoal in the West Philippine Sea on 05 Jul 19. PCG,
directed the BRP SINDANGAN, which was conducting maritime patrol in the vicinity of Balabac,
Palawan to conduct Search and Rescue Operations, and assist the passengers and crew of the distressed
vessel.
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SAR/ Off Kakinada, India/ 06 Jul 19.

The Indian Coast Guard successfully rescued eight
fishermen, who had drifted in the fishing boat
YOHANA DEVUDU from Kakinada, on 06 Jul 19. The
fishermen were reportedly fishing off Kakinada since 22 Jun
19. The boat was stranded at sea owing to engine and steering
failure. The boat owner informed Coast Guard station,
Kakinada, about the missing boat on 05 Jul 19. Coast Guard
Ship PRIYADARSHANI, SAROJINI NAIDU and a Coast
Guard Dornier aircraft were launched from Bhubaneshwar to
render assistance. The Coast Guard Ship, in coordination with
the aircraft, located the drifting fishing boat and provided
first-aid and necessary logistics to the crew. The boat was
towed back safely to Paradip harbour and handed over to Fisheries Department on 07 Jul 19.


SAR/ Off Mongla, Bangladesh/ 06 Jul 19.

In a coordinated operation, the Indian Coast Guard (ICG) and
Bangladesh Coast Guard counterpart rescued 13 crew
members on board an Indian fishing boat amidst very rough
weather, on 06 Jul 19. The ICG Regional Headquarters at
Kolkata received a telephonic message from Assistant
Director (Fisheries), Diamond Harbour regarding distress on
board Indian fishing boat TARA SHANKAR with 13 crew
from Kakdwip, India. ICG immediately contacted the
Bangladesh Coast Guard West Zone Headquarters at Mongla
and requested them to rescue the Indian fishing boat. One
Bangladesh Naval ship on patrol was diverted and a
Bangladesh Coast Guard ship sailed from the Mongla
harbour for SAR. The Bangladesh Navy ship located the Indian disabled boat with 13 crew on board
near the Mongla Fairway Buoy and rescued it.


SAR/ Off Hambantota Harbour, Sri Lanka/ 11 Jul 19.

Sri Lankan Navy brought a severely injured fisherman ashore
for medical treatment on 11 Jul 19. A fisherman onboard
multiday fishing trawler THANUJA DUWA III, which had
left Galle fisheries harbour on 5 Jul 19, was severely injured
due to a fall while attempting to get on to another boat. Based
on information received through Department of Fisheries and
Aquatic Resources, Sri Lanka Navy promptly dispatched a
Fast Attack Craft (FAC) for the rescue mission. Accordingly,
the patient was administered first aid and safely transferred
on to the FAC approximately 121 Nm off the Hambantota
Fisheries harbour. The patient was thereafter rushed to the
General Hospital-Hambantota for further treatment.
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Collision/ Semarang Port, Indonesia/ 14 Jul 19.

A container ship, MV SOUL OF LUCK, crashed into a
container crane at the Semarang Container Terminal (TPKS)
in Central Java. The incident occurred on 14 Jul 19 reportedly
due to engine failure as the ship was approaching its berth.
After damaging the pier and crane, the vessel continued to
move and collided with the General cargo vessel CERIA 8
berthed alongside. CERIA 8 broke off her moorings and
moved along pier, accompanied by sounds of crash and steel
tearing. No casualties were reported but port facilities
suffered extensive damage.


Capsize/ Off Raja Ampat, Indonesia/ 14 Jul 19.

Two persons were killed and 11 others were missing after a
boat capsized off Indonesia's West Papua province on
14 Jul 19. The boat, with 15 people on board, departed from
Sorong on 12 Jul 19 and was heading to Raja Ampat when it
sank after being hit by huge waves. Two of the passengers
were rescued. Rescuers from the province have been
conducting search and rescue mission for the 11 missing
passengers.



SAR/ Off Palk Bay, India/ 14 Jul 19.

An Indian fishing boat in distress in the Palk Bay was rescued
by Indian Coast Guard on 14 Jul 19. The fishing vessel
KULANDHAI YESHU, with four crew members on board,
had sent out a distress signal. Indian Coast Guard ship ICGS
AMEYA, on patrol in vicinity, received distress call regarding
flooding on board. The ICGS AMEYA reached the position of
incident and the Coast Guard crew undertook deflooding. The
boat was thereafter towed till Mandapam, India.



Aground/ Off Mengkilo, Indonesia/ 15 Jul 19.

A Passenger ship INDERA BUPALA ran aground on 15 Jul 19 approximately 1.5 Nm off Mengkilo,
Bintan, Indonesia. The ship with 40 passengers onboard, including Indian, Japanese, French, Australian
and American nationalities, was en route from Singapore to Lobam Port, western Bintan. All passengers
were evacuated and transferred to Lobam during daytime. The ship along with the remaining eight crew
was refloated in the afternoon, and taken to Mengkilo. No damage or oil spill was reported.
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Capsize/ Southern Leyte, Philippines/ 15 Jul 19.

Search and rescue operations were undertaken for 12 crew
onboard a small pump boat that capsized in waters off the
towns of Padre Burgos and Limasawa, Southern Leyte
province on 15 Jul 19. As per reports, the boat was heading
to Limasawa from Padre Burgos when strong waves and rain
whipped up by Tropical Depression Falcon battered the
vessel.



SAR/ Bay of Bengal, Bangladesh/ 16 Jul 19.

The Indian Coast Guard in a coordinated operation with the
Bangladesh Coast Guard brought back as many as 516 Indian
fishermen along with 32 Indian fishing boats from
Bangladesh who were stranded due to bad weather and rough
seas in the Bay of Bengal. The Bangladesh Coast Guard had
provided shelter to these Indian fishing boats at Payra Port in
Bangladesh approximately 60 Nm from International
Maritime Boundary Line (IMBL). The boats were escorted
by two Bangladesh Coast Guard ships– MANSOOR ALI and
SADHINI BANGLA up to the IMBL, where they were
formally handed over to two Indian Coast Guard ships–
VIJAYA and ANMOL. The Indian Coast Guard ships escorted
the ships up to the Kakdwip Harbour, which were later handed over to the West Bengal Fisheries
Department.


SAR/ Off Perth, Australia/ 16 Jul 19.

On 16 Jul 19, Australian Maritime Safety Authority (AMSA) received an alert from the Japanese Coast
Guard stating that MYOJIN MARU NO. 8, was in distress after a fire broke out onboard. The vessel was
aproximately 560 Nm west of Perth. Reports indicated that 24 crew members abandoned the vessel into
life boats. AMSA’s Joint Rescue Coordination Centre (JRCC) issued a distress priority broadcast to
shipping and tasked the Perth based Challenger rescue jet to assist with the search and rescue operation.
Susbsequently, the JRCC received an update from the Japan Coast Guard that the crew of the vessel
had been successfully rescued by FV SEIFUKU MARU 88. All crew members were reported to be safe.


Aground/ Off Rumassala coast, Sri Lanka/ 18 Jul 19.

A General cargo ship SRI LANKA GLORY ran aground off
Rumassala coast, Galle, Sri Lanka, on 18 Jul 18. The ship was
anchored and drifted aground after the anchor dragged due to
inclement weather. Nine crew were rescued by the Sri Lankan
Navy.
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Medevac/ Minicoy Island, India/ 20 Jul 19.

Indian Navy undertook evacuation of personnel from
Lakshadweep & Minicoy Island on 20 Jul 19. Indian Naval Ship
SHARDUL, a landing ship under the Southern Naval Command,
was diverted from its operational mission responding to a request
received from the administration of the union territory of
Lakshadweep. The ship reached off Minicoy on 20 Jul 19 and a
pregnant lady, along with four medical staff were transferred
onboard.



SAR/ Visakhapatnam, India/ 28 Jul 19.

Indian Coast Guard performed the medical evacuation of Captain of Panama flagged bulk carrier
MV ULTRA TRUST on 28 Jul 19. The evacuation was made after health condition of the Captain Marlon
B Guitirrez deteriorated. Indian Coast Guard diverted patrol vessel C432 to undertake medical
evacuation.
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D, UNREGULATED
Seizure/ Off the Coast of Gibraltar,
Gibraltar/ 04 FISHING
Jul 19.

British Royal Marines in Gibraltar seized an Iranian ship
believed to have been carrying oil to Syria on 04 Jul 19, in a
possible violation of European Union sanctions on Syria.
Gibraltar port and law enforcement agencies, aided by the
British marines, detained the super tanker GRACE 1 on
04 Jul 19. In mid-April, the Grace 1 was reportedly loaded
with Iranian oil and turned off its tracking signals to avoid
detection before sailing around the Cape of Good Hope in
southern Africa to the Strait of Gibraltar.


Attempted Seizure/ Off Bandar Abbas, Gulf of Hormuz/ 10 Jul 19.

Naval Forces belonging to the Iranian Revolutionary Guards
Corps (IRGC) attempted to seize the BP-owned Oil Tanker,
BRITISH HERITAGE as it was attempting to transit through
the Strait of Hormuz. The incident occurred on 10 Jul 19, as
the oil tanker was sailing out of the Persian Gulf and
attempting to enter the Gulf of Oman. Five boats belonging to
the IRGC reportedly approached the tanker and ordered it to
divert course, with the aim of bringing it into Iranian
territorial waters. HMS MONTROSE which had been
escorting the tanker, reportedly aimed its guns at the Iranian
vessels and issued a warning to the encroaching ships.
Following the verbal warning, the Iranian vessels retreated
and allowed the tanker to pass.


Seizure/ Strait of Hormuz/ 14 Jul 19.

A Panamanian flagged tanker MT RIAH was reportedly
seized by Iranian authorities for allegedly smuggling one
million litres of fuel on 14 Jul 19. Post the incident, Panama
de-registered the vessel after an investigation by its
authorities determined that the tanker had participated in or
was linked to terrorism financing. MT RIAH, a 30-year old,
1,900 DWT bunkering tanker listed under UAE based Prime
Tankers disappeared from AIS tracking near Larak Island
since 14 Jul 19. The Panamanian-flagged vessel reportedly
did not send a distress call, according to Emirati officials, who
denied the ship was UAE-owned. The Iranian Foreign
Ministry stated that the Iran’s Islamic Revolutionary Guard picked up an SOS signal from a foreignflagged oil tanker in the Middle East Gulf and brought it to Iranian waters for repair. The vessel was
alleged to have been involved in fuel smuggling, a charge that has been denied by the ship’s charterer.
The vessel is currently detained off Qeshm, Iran.
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Seizure/ Strait of Hormuz/ 19 Jul 19.

On 19 Jul 19, Iranian Revolutionary Guard Corps Navy IRGC (N) was reported to have intercepted two
vessels in the Strait of Hormuz. The details of the incidents are as follows:(a) MT Stena Impero. MT STENA IMPERIO was reportedly intercepted by four vessels and one
helicopter. According to Iranian authorities, the tanker was seized for breaking three regulations:
shutting down its AIS, going through the exit of the Strait of Hormuz rather than the entrance, and
ignoring warnings. Iran's official news agency IRNA stated that the British-flagged oil tanker was
seized allegedly due to a collision with an Iranian fishing boat and for violating international maritime
rules. The vessel is presently detained off Bandar Abbas. The 23 crew onboard consisted of 18 Indians,
three Russians, one Filipino and one Latvian.
(b) MT Mesdar. MT MESDAR was reportedly intercepted on 04 Jul 19. However, Iran stated that the
vessel was never detained but notified of environmental and maritime regulations before continuing its
voyage. The 24 crew members of the vessel were from Russia, Latvia, Ukraine and Philippines. It was
reported that around 10 vessels were used in the operation to intercept the vessel.
Analysis

Movement of both tankers on 19 Jul 19
STENA IMPERO. The UK flagged, Swedish Owned Oil/Chemical tanker departed Dighi,India on 28
Jun 19 with next port of call as Fujairah followed by Jubail with ETA as 21 Jul 19.
MESDAR. The Liberia flagged, UK owned Crude oil tanker departed Port Dickson in Malaysia on
04 Jul 19 with next port of call as Ras Tanura, Saudi Arabia.
Both the tankers transited through the normal shipping route and commenced passage through the
Strait of Hormuz (as depicted in figure). The red stars indicate the approximate position where the
two tankers would have been detained at approximately 1500Z and 1640Z. There is a characteristic
decrease in speed followed by sudden and bold alteration of course. However, Mesdar was
subsequently released as could be made out from resumption of course to normal shipping route after
a period of almost three hours. The last known position of Stena Impero as of 31 Jul was off Bandar
Abbas.
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IMO condemns tanker attacks in Strait of Hormuz.

The Council of the International Maritime Organization (IMO) has condemned recent attacks on
commercial shipping in the Strait of Hormuz and Sea of Oman at its meeting in London held from
15 to 19 Jul 19. The IMO Council condemned the attacks and expressed its concern over the grave
danger to life and the serious risks to navigational safety and the environment. The Council drew
attention to the need for flag states and ship-owners and operators to review the maritime security plans
for their ships and implement necessary measures to address the increased security risk to ships
operating in the Strait of Hormuz and Sea of Oman. Secretary-General Kitack Lim also emphasised his
personal condemnation of the attacks, asserting that “threats to ships and their crews, peaceably going
about their business in any part of the world, are intolerable. I strongly urge all Member States to
redouble their efforts and to work together to find a long lasting solution to ensure the safety and
security of international shipping around the globe and the protection of the marine environment. We
owe it to our industry, which is indispensable to the world, and to our seafarers,” the Secretary-General
added.
Industry guidelines/ advisory on Safety & Security and use of PCASP
Major shipping industry stakeholders including Oil Companies International Marine Forum
(OCIMF), BIMCO, International Chamber of shipping (ICS), INTERTANKO and INTERCARGO
released joint guidelines for ‘Safety & Security and the use of Privately Contracted Armed Security
Personnel (PASCP) in the Arabian Gulf, Straits of Hormuz and Gulf of Oman’ on 03 Jul 19. The full
advisory may be accessed at https://www.ocimf.org/news/press-releases/safety-security-and-the-useof-privately-contracted-armed-security-personnel-(pcasp)-in-arabian-gulf,-strait-of-hormuz-andgulf-of-oman.aspx
The important aspects of the advisory are as elucidated below:(a)
PCASP should not be used as a risk mitigation
Measure in these waters.
(b)
All seafarers operating in the Gulf of Oman, Straits of
Hormuz and Persian Gulf must remain vigilant and look out for
Military warnings at all times.
(c)
Navigational norms in the Strait of Hormuz should
continue to be complied with, and the use of the inshore traffic
zone for navigation should only be undertaken for vessels
calling on ports within the inshore area.
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EVENTS OF INTEREST


UNREGULATED
FISHING
UNODC Expert GroupD,
meeting
on Advanced dark
targeting capability.

An expert group meeting on advanced dark targeting capability to counter maritime crime was held at
Colombo from 16 to 17 Jul 19. The event was held under the aegis of Maritime Crime Programme
(MCP) of UNODC. Both satellite industry as well as maritime law enforcement agencies discussed
about the new technologies as well as way forward in detecting dark vessels for a more enhanced
maritime situational awareness.


21st plenary session of CGPCS held at Nairobi, Kenya.

The Contact Group on Piracy off the Coast of Somalia (CGCPS) held its 21st plenary session in Nairobi
from 11 to 13 Jul 19. Organised by the Indian Ocean Commission (IOC), Chair of the CGPCS, and in
collaboration with the Republic of Kenya and United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC),
this plenary session brought together more than 200 participants from approximately fifty States and
organizations. This plenary session reiterated the commitment of the region and that of the international
community to continuously combat piracy and its root causes. The 21st plenary session of the CGPCS
chaired by Vishnu Lutchmeenaraidoo, Minister of Foreign Affairs of Mauritius and Chair of IOC, was
an opportunity to assess the status of maritime piracy in the Western Indian Ocean. The full
communique
of
the
session
may
be
accessed
at
http://www.lessonsfrompiracy.net/files/2018/07/Communique-of-the-CGPCS-21st-PlenarySession.pdf.
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World Maritime theme for 2020: "Sustainable shipping for a sustainable planet".

"Sustainable shipping for a sustainable planet" has been selected as the World Maritime theme for 2020.
This will provide an opportunity to raise awareness of the United Nations' Sustainable Development
Goals (SDGs), and showcase the work that IMO and its Member States are undertaking to achieve the
targets. The IMO Council, meeting for its 122nd session at IMO Headquarters from 15 to 19 Jul 19 in
London, endorsed the theme, following a proposal by IMO Secretary-General Kitack Lim.
Comments
In 2015, 193 countries adopted the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development and its 17 Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs). This Agenda calls for action by all countries to eradicate poverty and
achieve sustainable development by 2030 world-wide – and the SDGs are seen as an opportunity to
transform the world for better. Indeed, most of the elements of the 2030 Agenda will only be realized
with a sustainable shipping and transport sector supporting world trade and facilitating global
economy.
More
details
about
SDGs
may
be
accessed
at
http://www.imo.org/en/MediaCentre/HotTopics/Pages/SustainableDevelopmentGoals.aspx.


Six Months left for implementation of ‘Global Sulphur Cap’.

With six months to go until the implementation of the 'Global Sulphur Cap'
the International Chamber of Shipping (ICS) has issued updated guidance
to help shipowners comply with new UN International Maritime
Organization (IMO) regulations. Coming into full effect from 01 Jan 2020,
the legal framework will require merchant ships worldwide to use fuel
with a sulphur content of less than 0.50 percent or use alternative
mitigation technologies. The updated guidelines, which have been
produced with the support of ICS’s regional partners- the Asian
Shipowners' Association (ASA) and the European Community
Shipowners' Associations (ECSA) may be accessed at: http://www.icsshipping.org/docs/default-source/resources/guidance-for-compliancewith-the-2020-global-sulphur-cap-july-2019.pdf?sfvrsn=22 . On 02 Jul
19, the Singapore Shipping Association issued the “IMO Sulphur Cap
2020 Readiness Plan” for Singapore’s shipping community.

Weather Forecast. A monthly weather forecast for the month of Aug 2019 in IOR region has
been uploaded on IFC-IOR website for reference.
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CHARTER OF IFC-IOR

Remain cognizant of the regional and international environment affecting maritime security
and safety in the IOR.

Establish linkages and coordinate with national agencies and multinational constructs that are
relevant to maritime safety and security.

Maintain a Common Operational Picture (COP) in the unclassified domain, for the IOR and
beyond.

Share country specific COP and share maritime security/ safety related information of common
concern with participants.

Liaison and interact with other maritime stakeholders by means of regular visits, seminars,
workshops, exercises (Maritime Security/ MARSEC) and training modules (MDA, MARSEC, HADR
etc).

Collate, analyse and disseminate information related to maritime safety and Humanitarian
Assistance and Disaster Relief (HADR) requirements from sea.

Generation of Incident Reports and Situation Reports (SITREPS) on incidents and Vessels of
Interest (VOIs) and share with concerned agencies.


Publish a Monthly Report and Advisories as required.



Host Liaison Officers from participant countries.



Disseminate unclassified information relevant to submarine safety.


Trend and Predictive Analysis of historical data gathered from various national and
international agencies.
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Disclaimer
Information collated in the IFC-IOR’s monthly report has been derived from various internal
and external linkages such as partner nations, other maritime stakeholders, agencies and open
sources. The report aims to undertake analysis of incidents by establishing trends and
anomalies to ensure safety and security of mariners and seafarers. The objective is to generate
an overarching picture to assist local enforcement agencies to understand the existing maritime
security situation in the region. While due care and effort has been taken to ensure veracity of
data, due diligence may be exercised for subsequent usage of information contained therein.
IFC-IOR requests and seeks assistance of all stakeholders to report incidents in the region to
undertake accurate predictive and prescriptive analysis and build a comprehensive picture of
existing threats in the maritime domain.

Contact
In case of any incident at sea, suspicious approach or unusual observed activity at sea,
please contact the IFC-IOR:Website: Email: Tel: Fax: -

https://www.indiannavy.nic.in /ifc-ior/index.html
ifc-ior.gurugram@navy.gov.in
+91 1242208385
+91 1242209385

